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ABSTRACT
Modeling is an activity in the software development life cycle in which different experts
and stakeholders collaborate as a team. In collaborative modeling, adhering to the optimistic
versioning paradigm allows users to apply concurrent changes to the same model. In such a
situation, conflicts may arise. To have an integrated yet consistent merged model, conflicts have
to be resolved. To this end, automation is currently at its limit or is not supported at all, and user
interaction is often required. To alleviate this flaw, there is an opportunity to apply Artificial
Intelligence techniques in a collaborative modeling environment to empower the provisioning of
automated and intelligent decision-making. In this paper, we propose the use of reinforcement
learning algorithms to achievemerging conflict resolution with a high degree of automation. This
enables the personalized and quality-based integration of model versions. To evaluate our idea,
we demonstrate the resolution of UML class diagram conflicts using a learning process in an
illustrative modeling scenario. We also show the applicability of our approach through a proof
of concept implementation and assess its accuracy compared to the greedy and search-based
algorithms. Moreover, we conducted an experience with five experts to evaluate the satisfaction
of actual users with the selection of resolution actions for different conflicts. The result of the
assessment validates our proposal with various syntactic and semantic conflicts.

1. Introduction
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a software engineering discipline, which promotes the usage of models

as first-class artifacts of the software lifecycle [1, 2]. When the software is complex, the size and complexity of
models increase dramatically. This enforces the participation of many developers and stakeholders, who collaborate
in large teams to evolve models in an optimistic versioning process [3]. In this context, different participants may
work concurrently and independently on the same model from different geographical sites. Each participant focuses
on specific aspects of the system and locally modifies only a particular part of the model. When participants deliver
the locally modified models, these models need to be integrated into a common and relevant model to continue the
software evolution. However, some concurrent updates may be incompatible and engender conflicts during the merge
process [4]. Some conflict situations may lead to errors in the merged model, which should be repaired with different
merging approaches to produce a valid merged model. However, automatic repairing is not possible for all conflict
situations, since some conflictual change operations cannot be resolved easily. Therefore, techniques and tools for
automatic conflict management are not optional but necessary to cope with the growing number of conflicts and to
ensure the consistency of the merged-models [3].

Conflict management in model merging deals with techniques, activities, and tools for enhancing consistency in the
result of the merge process. So far, several approaches have been proposed to support conflict management in model
merging. Most of these approaches provide conflict detection techniques such as constraint violation (e. g., [5]) and
change overlapping (e. g., [6]) to discover conflictual situations that may occur due to the concurrent changes. Some
approaches try to prevent conflicts using a pessimist lock-based versioning strategy (e. g., [7]). Some others avoid
conflicts using mechanisms that provide synchronous model updates and inform the user about conflicting situations
for concurrent modifications (e. g., [8]). Few approaches propose conflict specification techniques such as formal
specification pattern (e. g., [9]) or conflict model (e. g., [10]) to describe conflict situation in a high-level representation.
Other approaches focus on conflict resolution techniques, such as operational transformation (e. g., [11]), and try to
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automate the reconciliation phase as much as possible. Despite these efforts, a common automatic conflict resolution
technique that supports conflict resolution for different types of conflict has not yet been provided. On the one hand,
most conflict management approaches prefer a manual reconciliation mechanism that completely delegates conflict
resolution to the users. On the other hand, existing resolution approaches are limited to particular types of conflict or
specific modeling language and involve users in the resolution phase.

We advocate solutions that provide general and automatic conflict resolution techniques that can be adapted and
customized for all types of conflicts in any modeling language. In particular, we aim to achieve human performance in
resolving conflicts by applying Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques such as Machine Learning (ML) for automatic
conflict resolution in the model merging process. To this end, most of the ML algorithms require a large number of
training data to achieve proper result [12]. However, the lack of adequate datasets in the modeling field [13] is a big
challenge to use ML in this area. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a branch of ML which could offer promising results
for the situation which lacks historical data because it does not require initial training data. RL techniques work without
supplying any target or outcome beforehand to find structures in the domain [14].

In this paper, we propose to use RL as a solution for automatic conflict resolution in the model merging process.
We perform RL to resolve possible syntactic and semantic conflicts that may arise due to overlapping changes and
violations of validation rules, which are two main reasons for conflicts [6]. To achieve this goal, we present a resolution
algorithm, which per se can learn how to deal with conflicts to create a consistent merged model based on the available
actions and their rewards.We explain that actions for each conflict can be defined according to the predefined resolution
patterns or three automatic resolution strategies. Moreover, the reward of applying each action is dynamically specified
based on the improvement of quality metrics in models. In our approach, we use the E3MP toolkit [15] to detect a list
of possible conflicts and evaluate the success of available actions. We demonstrate the applicability of our approach
with a set of conflicts for an illustrative example and provide a proof-of-concept implementation for UML class models
in the Eclipse framework, which is called CoReRL. The results show that CoReRL can resolve different syntactic and
semantic conflicts detectable by machine. We also assess the accuracy of our resolution algorithm compared to the
execution of a greedy algorithm, as well as a search-based algorithm that follows the depth-first-search (DFS) style
for resolving conflicts in two running examples. Furthermore, we conducted an experience with modeling experts
to investigate the satisfaction of modelers with the selected resolving actions. The initial evaluation shows that our
solution can improve the accuracy of conflict resolution in the model merging process without human intervention,
and modelers were satisfied with the selected resolution actions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly provides the theoretical background on reinforcement
learning and model merging conflicts. Section 3 introduces a motivating example using an order management system.
Section 4 presents the overview of our approach, which focuses on the resolution algorithm, strategies to define
resolution actions, and approach demonstration. The evaluation of the proposed approach is depicted in Section 5
and the threats to validity are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 reports related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper
and outlines future work.

2. Background
This section introduces basic theoretical notions of Reinforcement Learning (RL) and merging conflict to provide

a comprehensive guide for the rest of this paper.
2.1. Reinforcement Learning

RL is a method that does not need a training phase or labeled data. The learning process is based on a sequence
of actions [13, 14]. RL deals with agents that directly learn from the interaction with the environment. RL algorithms
assess applying the sequence of actions to the environment to learn from good sequences to generate new sequences. In
such cases, a single action is not important, since it is the whole sequence of actions that leads to the goal. In particular,
the agent performs actions in the environment that changes its state. Each action gets a reward or a punishment
depending on the resulted state. The agent continues performing actions, seeking the highest reward until it reaches its
ultimate goal. In the learning process, performance is improved as the agent gains experience [12].

Q-learning is a form of RL that learns which actions are the best overall by evaluating a long-term discounted
reward [14]. It evaluates the consequences of the action based on the immediate reward and its estimation of the value
of the next state results of the action. In Q-learning, the long-term discounted rewards are stored in a simple table-based
structure called Q-table. From a given state, the agent finds the most optimal action by consulting the Q-table. For each
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action, the table is initialized with zero at the beginning and updated while the agent interacts with the environment
based on the Bellman equation [16]:

Qt+1(st, at) = Qt(st, at) + �(r +  maxa Qt(st+1, at+1) −Qt(st, at)) (1)
The Bellman equation returns a weight, named Q-value. For each action at, Q-value presents the maximum future

reward (r) the agent receives for entering the current state (st), plus the maximum future reward for the next state (st+1)and next action (�t+1). To avoid falling into a local maximum, the computed score is reduced by a discount factor  ,
which determines the importance of future reward against the immediate reward. The Q-value allows inferring the
value of the current state st based on the calculation of the next one st+1, which can be used to calculate an optimal
policy to select actions. The factor � specifies the learning rate, which determines how much Q-values change from
one iteration to the next one. At this point, the algorithm can determine the value of each state and find the optimal
action to be applied to the next state until the ultimate goal is achieved. This process is known as exploitation, and this
calculation is repeated every time t that the algorithm selects an action. Also, to find new and perhaps more optimal
solutions, the algorithm can pick actions at random, instead of choosing the optimal action from the Q-table. This
process is called exploration as it explores alternative, possibly more optimal, solutions [14].

Each iteration is called an episode. Inside the episode, the agent combines exploitation and exploration to find a
sequence of actions to reach the ultimate goal. The agent may perform several attempts to find an action for solving
the current state. Each attempt is called step. Note that the updated version of the Q-table will be used to resolve
the problem in a new episode. Moreover, the number of episodes and the number of steps per episode are decided
concerning the problem size.
2.2. Model Merging Conflicts

The joint creation of models is considered as collaborative modeling, which depends on a set of collaborative means
such as model versioning systems and model merging mechanisms for allowing stakeholders to coordinate themselves
as a team [3]. Conflicts may arise in the model merging process when concurrent incompatible modifications directly
or indirectly affect the same model element. For instance, in updating a UML class diagram, two modelers may rename
the same class with different names. As another example, modelers may add a generalization relation in each version
of a UML class diagram, which would create an inheritance cycle in the merged model. Conflicts may also happen due
to a set of different modifications with the same intention. For instance, when updating a UML state machine to define
substates, one modeler adds a composite state containing several substates, while another modeler represents substates
as normal states. Dangling reference is another example of a conflict in UML class diagrams that occurs when one
modeler adds an association to a class, whereas another modeler removes that class [4]. In such situations, either the
modifications cannot be integrated to produce a unique model, or the integration would result in an inconsistent merged
version of the model.

According to the origin of conflicts mentioned above, overlapping changes and violations are two main reasons for
conflicts [6]. Conflicts due to overlapping changes result from the existence of contradicting changes (e. g., renaming a
class with two different names) or modifications that express the samemeaning in varying ways (e. g., state composition
in UML state machines). Overlapping changes can easily give rise to false situations and should not be performed
concurrently in the merged model. In comparison, conflicts due to violations result from applying changes that impact
the conformance of the model to its well-formedness rules (e. g., dangling reference) or violate the validation rules of
modeling languages (e. g., inheritance cycle). Apart from the given conflict reasons, different types of model merging
conflicts can be categorized into syntactic and semantic conflicts, which respectively are defined by considering the
syntax and the semantics of models [17]. Although there exist various categorizations of conflicts, in this paper, we
follow the categorization proposed by Altmanninger and Pierantonio [18].

Syntactic conflicts are those which take the modeling language syntax into account, e. g., the UML syntax does
not allow dangling reference. Syntactic conflicts do not necessarily produce language syntax violations. For instance,
contradicting modifications for an element (e. g., renaming a class with two different names) or updating the same
model element by adding different properties constitutes a syntactic conflict [18]. This type of conflict may be detected
by checking the structure of models and comparing the similarity of elements.

Semantic conflicts go beyond syntactic ones, as they need to consider the system behavior and the modeling
language semantics. Indeed, the integration of concurrent changes may result in a syntactically correct merged
version, yet semantically invalid [4]. The parallel control flow in UML state machine is a semantic conflict that
can be revealed by considering the semantics of the used modeling concepts. Moreover, the inheritance cycle is a
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updateAttribute(Debit.superclass, Check)
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C3: Operation Contract Violation
updateAttribute(Cash.superclass, Payment)
pullUpField(Payment, authorized())

C4: Update/Update
updateAttribute(Order.status: String, 
orderStatus: String)
updateAttribute(Order.status: String, 
orderStatus: Status)

C5: Operation Contract Violation
delete(Shipping)
addAssociation(Order, Shipping, 1, 1..*)

1..*

1
has

Figure 1: Motivating example: evolution of an order management system

semantic conflict in which the language constraint “there must not be any inheritance cycle in UML class diagrams” is
violated [18]. Semantic conflicts are divided into three categories: Static semantics, behavioral semantics, and semantic
equivalence [4]. We omit their definition for the sake of conciseness.

3. Motivating Example
The focus of this paper is on conflict resolution. In this context, the detection of conflicts is a central prerequisite, and

the origin of conflicts acts as input for the resolution approach presented in this paper. Therefore, we briefly introduce
various origins of conflict with the help of the example shown in Fig. 1, which presents a collaborative modeling
scenario for the structural model of an order management system that aims to provide one centralized place to manage
orders from all sales channels. To achieve this, two modelers, Sally and Harry, concurrently work on their local copies
of the original version. Each one applies several changes to create her/his version. Fig. 1 shows their versions.
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Figure 2: Initial merged version by applying unproblematic changes to original version

In the merge process, modelers’ changes can be categorized into unproblematic and conflictual changes. All
unproblematic changes can be easily integrated into the original version to create an initial merged version, as shown in
Fig. 2. However, applying conflictual changes leads to conflicts and an inconsistent merged model that requires conflict
resolution.

A conflict is a general or a domain-specific situation with different origins. General conflicts origin can be
categorized based on the equivalent changes or contradicting changes, such as Add/Add, Update/Update, and
Delete/Update, which are applied to the same model element [4]. While domain-specific conflicts mainly occur based
on the conflictual changes over different model elements leading to the operation contract violations (i. e., Delete/Use,
Update/Use, and Add/Forbid) or the parallel changes that violate constraints related to syntax or semantics of a
modeling language [6]. Note that the occurrence of some conflicts depends on the order in which the change operations
are applied. Therefore, to detect conflicts in our example, we assume that Sally’s changes will be applied first in such
situations. In our example, conflictual changes lead to five conflict situations that are summarized as follows:
C1 : A constraint violation conflict results from inheritance cycle between the classes Debit and Check

C2 : An association Update/Update conflict results from different multiplicities for the association belongs_to

C3 : A Update/Use conflict due to operation contract violation results from incorrect inheritance of method
authorized() for the class Cash

C4 : An attribute Update/Update conflict results from different modifications to update the attribute status in the
class Order

C5 : A Delete/Use conflict due to operation contract violation results from a dangling reference for the association
has

According to the suggestion of Gerth et al. [19], these conflicts can be resolved in multiple ways to restore the
consistency of the merged version. Each way might simply ignore one or more changes to resolve the conflict situation
or reconcile that by modifying conflictual changes to a new combination of operations. Furthermore, conflicts are
related to different model elements might be resolved by changing the order of applying conflictual change operations
in the merged model. Thereby, a possible set of actions can be undertaken to resolve each conflict. In the following,
we introduce the available actions for each conflict of our example. To prepare the actions, we suppose that Sally’s
changes were applied before those from Harry.

We start from semantic conflict C1, a constraint violation due to an inheritance cycle. Where the combination
of modification leads Check to inherit Debit (indicated by Sally), and Debit inherits Check (indicated by Harry). As
mentioned in Section 2.2, C1 is a semantic conflict [18] since it can be detected only by considering the validation
rules of the UML class diagram. Available actions for C1 are as follows:
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A1 : Reverse the order of changes application by applying Harry’s change at first.
A2 : Only apply Sally’s change in which she adds the inheritance from Debit to Check.
A3 : Only apply Harry’s change in which he adds the inheritance from Check to Debit.
A4 : Apply none of them.
In this specific case, the inheritance cycle can be resolved with A2 where we only add the inheritance from Debit

to Check or A4 where we do not add either of the changes. However, with A1 the inheritance cycle conflict will remain
and with A3, a semantical inconsistency arises, the incorrect inheritance of attribute checkNumber.

The next conflict is C2, a syntactic conflict wheremodelers add two different multiplicity values for the end property
of classCustomer in the association belongs_to. C2 occurs due to the concurrent application of contradicting changes to
edit the same property with different values that would report a syntactic conflict for the association [18]. The available
actions for C2 are as follows:
A1 : Reverse the order of changes application by applying Harry’s change at first .
A2 : Only apply Sally’s change that sets the association ends with * and 1.
A3 : Only apply Harry’s change that sets the association ends with * and 3.
A4 : Apply none of them.
A5 : Apply the resolution pattern where sets the association ends with * and 1..3.
For conflict C2, actions A2 to A5 can result in resolving this conflictual situation. However, A1, where we reverse

the order of applying operations, does not resolve conflicts that arise when two applied operations are for the same
element.

In the semantic conflict C3, the new class Cash would inherit an unrelated method (i. e., authorized()) from its
superclass after applying changes. C3 might not be reported by detecting conflicts on the syntactical level, since that
occurs due to the application of one operation (pull-up authorized()), which violates the preconditions of another
operation (add subclassCash). A precondition of pull-up field operation is that each subclass must contain an operation
same as the operation that is moved to the common superclass. Therefore, C3 is a semantic conflict situation in that
language knowledge is needed to be detected [18]. The available actions for C3 are as follows:
A1 : Reverse the order of changes application by applying Harry’s change first.
A2 : Only apply Sally’s change in which she adds the inheritance from Payment to Cash.
A3 : Only apply Harry’s change in which he moves the method authorized() from Credit and Debit to Payment.
A4 : Apply none of them.
A5 : Apply the resolution pattern which adds a new class Credit_Debit, which inherits from Payment, then change

the superclass of classesDebit andCredit fromPayment toCredit_Debit, and finally, pull upmethod authorized()
from classes Debit and Credit to class Credit_Debit.

Conflict C3 can be resolved with A2, where we only apply Sally’s change, A3, where we only apply Harry’s change,
A4, where we skip both modelers’ changes, or A5, where we try to represent intents of both modelers on the merged
model. But action A1 cannot resolve conflict C3 because the reversed order similarly leads to the same conflict.

In conflict C4, there is a syntactic conflict again due to the contradicting changes, where modelers update the
attribute status by adding different data types (i. e., String and Status). In the following, we present five available
actions for conflict C4. While actions A2, A3, or A4 can result in resolving concurrent status updates, action A1 is not
applicable for this situation.
A1 : Reverse the order of changes application by applying Harry’s change at first.
A2 : Only apply Sally’s change in which she updates the attribute status with orderStatus:String.
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A3 : Only apply Harry’s change in which he updates the attribute status with orderStatus:Status.
A4 : Apply none of them.
The last conflict is the syntactic conflict C5, where Harry adds a new association that uses a class which is

concurrently deleted by Sally. More precisely, based on the syntax of the UML modeling languages, we can find that
applying these modifications would arise a syntactic conflict that violates the well-formedness of the merged model [4].
In this specific case, the four following actions can resolve this conflict. With A1, we first add the association has then
we delete the class Shipping which also results in removing its relationships without arising any conflicts. Moreover,
with A2 or A3 only one change will be applied in the merged model, and with A4, we skip both changes.
A1 : Reverse the order of changes application by applying Harry’s change first.
A2 : Only apply Sally’s change, which deletes the class Shipping.
A3 : Only apply Harry’s change, which adds the association has.
A4 : Apply none of them.
We could propose other alternative actions for each conflict, but to avoid increasing the complexity of our example,

we only consider four or five available actions per conflict. We can automatically generate some actions (e. g., actions
A1 to A4), but others (e. g., action A5) should be added manually. In the next section, we explain different scenarios
to create actions following the strategies proposed by Gerth et al. [19].

4. Proposed Conflict Resolution Approach
In this section, we present our approach that applies quality-based RL to automatically resolve conflicts in model

merging. This approach uses an RL algorithm based on Q-learning to find and apply the best possible resolution action
for detected conflicts in the merging process. The algorithm per se can learn which sequence of resolution actions can
create a consistent merged model with the maximum total reward. Our approach works based on the quality preferences
which are selected before beginning the resolution algorithm and does not require any supervision when resolving
conflicts. When the resolution algorithm finishes, it lists consistent merged models with their rewards. We choose the
merged model with the highest reward as output by default. However, modelers can select another compatible merged
model according to their intentions. Fig. 3 shows the workflow of our approach, which comprehends of three categories
of functions. The first category (marked with a ⊖) consists of the optional functions that language engineers should
perform before starting the resolution process, including Conflict Specifications and definition of Resolution Patterns.
The second category (marked with a ⦿) consists of the mandatory functions that must be performed just once, at the
start of the resolution process, including Preference Selection by modeling engineer, Change Calculation according
to the input models, Conflict Detection regarding the computed changes, and automatic preparation of actions based
on the Resolution Strategies. The third category (marked with a ↻) consists of the repetitive functions that must be
performed during the resolution process and, more precisely, in each episode of the resolution algorithm. The functions
in this category include the execution of the Resolution Algorithm based on the extracted Learning Experiences, and
applying Model Preparation, Conflict Resolution Checking, and Quality Evaluation for selected resolution actions.

In the Modeling Module of this workflow, we use the Conflict Pattern Language (CPL) [9] to support Conflict
Specification. We also compare input models using the Epsilon Comparison Language (ECL) [20] to identify change
operations in the Change Calculation function. Moreover, we apply resolution action using the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) [21] to create the provisional resolved model as well as output merged model in the Model
Preparation function. In the Consistency Checking Module, we use the E3MP toolkit [15] to detect a list of possible
conflicts in the Conflict Detection function and evaluate that a specific conflict is resolved by applying a resolution
action in Conflict Resolution Checking. In the Action Generation Module, we use the Epsilon Validation Language
(EVL) [22] to define resolving situations in the Resolution Patterns function. Moreover, we developed three general
strategies in the Resolution Strategies function to automatically generate actions for the detected conflicts. In the
Learning Module, we customize the Q-learning algorithm [14] in the Resolution Algorithm function to learn and
resolve model merging conflicts. We also implemented the corresponding Q-table using Java to store learning results
in the Learning Experience function. Finally, in theQuality Evaluation Module, we prepared a graphical user interface
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Figure 3: Workflow of the resolution process using RL

built on the Eclipse framework forPreference Selection and used EpsilonOperation Language (EOL) [23] to implement
the specification of quality preferences for measuring the reward of applied actions in the Quality Evaluation function.

In the following, we focus on the Resolution Algorithm, which is the main contribution of this paper. To this end,
we first explain the learning algorithm for conflict resolution. Then, we introduce our quality-based rewarding system
that is used in the learning process. After that, we represent the available scenarios to create the possible resolution
actions for each conflict. Finally, we apply our approach to resolve the conflicts described in the motivating example.
We emphasize that our approach applies to any EMF-based modeling language and conflicting situations that are
supported by the E3MP toolkit. However, we only implemented the Consistency Checking and Quality Evaluation
modules for UML class models.
4.1. Algorithm

RL-based algorithms learn how to interact in an environment, given a situation, a set of available actions, and
a reward for each action [12]. In our approach, we use a slightly different RL technique from the standard to resolve
conflicts. The resolution algorithm starts whenwe find a list of conflicts using the E3MP toolkit in theConflict Detection
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function. Thereby, we know the conflicts that arise from the model merging process. In our RL algorithm, we consider
conflicts as states of the environment. Therefore, a consistent merged model is produced when the algorithm reaches
the final state and resolves conflicts completely. To this end, our RL algorithm requires resolving one conflict before
moving to the next one. By targeting one conflict at a time, we reduce the state space of the algorithm. In our conflict
resolution process, the objective is not only to resolve the conflicts in themodel merging process.We also aim to find the
best possible sequence of resolution actions that maximizes the total reward, which is computed based on the selected
quality preferences by the modeling engineer. As a result, the resolution algorithm can lead to a compatible merged
model with high quality that supports most of the changes applied by modelers. To achieve this goal, we propose a
Q-learning-based resolution algorithm, presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Resolution Algorithm

Input: ConflictList, Actions, Vmerged
Output: Q-table, Vmerged

procedure RESOLVING METHOD
Initialize: Q-table, NOEpisodes, NOSteps, VMCollection
while NOEpisodes <> ∅ do

Initialize: ConflictList, Vmerged , RewardV merged
for each conflict ∈ ConflictList do

while NOSteps <> ∅ do
action← selectAction(conflict, Actions)
result ← checkResolutionAction(Vmerged , conflict, action)
reward ← qualityEvaluation(Vmerged , conflict, action)
Update Q(conflict, action) in Q-table by reward
NOSteps← NOSteps - 1
if isConflictResolved(result) then

Apply action to Vmerged
Update RewardV merged
Break while

end if
end while

end for
if isConsistent(Vmerged) and Vmerged ∉ VMCollection then

Add (Vm, RewardV m) to VMSet
end if
NOEpisodes ← NOEpisodes - 1

end while
Vmerged ← Select the best from VMCollection based on the maximum RewardV merged or with theUser’s opinion

end procedure

The resolution algorithm receives as input, the initial merged model, a list of detected conflicts and possible actions
for each conflict. We explain how the functions of the Action Generation Module define resolution actions for each
conflict in Section 4.3. The resolution algorithm updates the initial merged version and creates a consistent merged
model as well as the learned Q-table as output. This algorithm starts with initializing the Q-table for conflicts. All
possible actions for each conflict are used to create a Q-table. This is a two-dimensional structure to store a weight for
a combination of conflict and action in the Learning Experience function. The weight indicates how good an action is
for a given conflict. Therefore, the Q-table leads to finding the best action that can be applied to resolve each conflict.
The weights are initialized with zeros and updated based on the Q-value computed for each action according to the
obtained reward. If the action can resolve the conflict, the Q-value is calculated with a positive reward, and contrarily
it is penalized.

TheQuality Evaluation function calculates the reward of each action, based on the quality characteristics that were
selected in the Preference Selection function. The resolution algorithm executes several episodes to learn how to select
the best sequence of resolution actions for conflicts in a specific modeling language. The adequate number of episodes
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is reached when the algorithm has sufficient time to search the most desirable sequence of resolution actions to arrive
at the final state. It is difficult to infer how many episodes are needed in a given context and thus, it must be defined
empirically through experimentation [14]. According to our empirical experiments, we initialize the maximum number
of episodes with ten because repeating additional episodes is useless. However, when the Qtable has been learned for
conflict resolution in a particular modeling language, the maximum number of episodes can be reduced.

Each episode is an iteration in which the algorithm that resolves all detected conflicts within a certain number of
steps. There is no setup policy to specify what number of steps are adequate for a given problem [14]; however, the
maximum number of steps can be based on the number of conflicts and the size of the models. Thus, in line with
our empirical experimentation, the maximum number of steps inside the episodes is set to two times the number of
conflicts. Each step tries to resolve one conflict by applying one of the existing actions. The action is either a random
action to avoid a local maximum or the most optimal action from the Q-table chosen by weight. TheModel Preparation
function performs the selected resolution action on the merged version to create a provisional model. Then, it evaluates
the consistency of the provisional merged model using E3MP in the Conflict Resolution Checking function to check
if that action could resolve the relevant conflict. Applying an action to a conflict returns a reward by the Quality
Evaluation function, which leads to learning the environment and updating the Q-table for that action based on the
Bellman equation. When an action resolves a conflict, the algorithm updates the merged version and moves to find a
resolution action for the next conflict.

This process is repeated until the episode terminates by resolving all conflicts or reaching the maximum number of
steps. The resulting merged version is added to the collection of possible solutions if all conflicts have been resolved
and lead to a valid and unique model. The solution reward starts as zero and is accumulated only over actions that
have been applied on the merged model and lead to resolving the conflict. By repeating episodes, the algorithm reuses
the learned Q-table to improve action selection over time, and the chances for finding the optimal sequence of actions
with maximum rewards increases. The algorithm returns the Q-table that has learned from resolving conflicts and the
merged version with the best reward as the final result. Moreover, we support an optional interaction at the end of the
resolution process, in which the user is able to choose a solution from the collection of merged versions. This feature
allows the user to select the best consistent merged model compatible with the intention of the modeler and other
criteria that may not be possible to capture in quality metrics.
4.2. Rewarding system

The definition of the reward is themost crucial element of reinforcement learning. Using rewards, the RL algorithms
can learn which are the best actions to interact with an environment [14]. We propose the calculation of rewards based
on the quality of the provisionalmergedmodels. Thereby, the resolution algorithmmust search to find resolution actions
that boost the quality characteristics in the merged models. Multiple quality characteristics may be considered in order
to evaluate qualitative aspects of models. In this work, we use characteristics like maintainability, understandability,
complexity, reusability, and completeness. These characteristics are adapted from the quality model introduced by
Bettini et al. [24] and merging properties proposed by Chechik et al. [25]. The first four characteristics are a series
of metrics that the modeling community has developed to measure the quality of models, and completeness is the
metric that personalizes the degree of data is lost along the merging process. The Preference Selection function
offers these quality characteristics to the modeling engineer as preferences to guide conflict resolution in the merged
model. Model engineers can choose their preferences before the resolution algorithm starts and can prioritize them by
quantifying the impact of each quality characteristic in the computation of rewards. For measuring the quality metrics
in the provisional merged model, we used EOL that allows defining each quality characteristic for different modeling
languages as an operational expression. The Quality Evaluation function calculates the rewards aligned with user
preferences and expressions, defining how the value of quality has to be measured. In the following, we investigate the
quality characteristics considered in our rewarding system and explain their definitions for UML class models based
on some of the metrics shown in Table 1.

The maintainability quality characteristic used in our work has been defined according to the definition introduced
by Genero and Piattini [26]. This definition focus on the structural complexity of class diagrams to predict maintain-
ability early in the software development life-cycle. In the considered definition, the lower values indicate that the
models have better maintainability. In particular, maintainability can be defined as follows:

Maintainability = (
NC +NA +NR +DITMax +HAGGMax

5
) (2)
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Table 1
Excerpt of the metrics used in the definition of quality characteristics for UML class models

Metric Acronym

Number of Class NC
Number of Total Reference NR
Number of Opposite Reference NOPR
Number of Total Containment Reference NCR
Number of Total Attribute NA
Number of Unidirectional Reference NUR
Max generalization hierarchical level DITMax

Max aggregation hierarchy path HAGGMax

Number of Total Features NTF
Sum of inherited structural features INHF
Attribute inheritance factor AIF
Number of predecessor in hierarchy PRED
Number of Total change Operations NO
Number of Applied change Operations NAO

We take the definition of understandability quality characteristic from Sheldon et al. [27], where they measure
the level of understandability of a given class diagram by measuring the total number of ancestor classes that affect a
class. Thus, the understandability can be defined as Equation 3, in which class models with better understandability
level have the lower values.

Understandability = (
∑NC
k=1 PRED + 1

NC
) (3)

The definition of complexity quality characteristic is adopted from Sheldon and Chung [28]. They introduce the
complexity of class diagrams in terms of the number of static relationships between classes, such as the number
of references. Therefore, the complexity of the model should be measured considering the relationships, such as
association and generalization. The association relationships are counted as the number of direct connections. Also, the
generalization relationship is counted as the number of all the ancestor and descendant classes. Equation 4 indicates
the definition of the complexity characteristic, in which UND is the understandability value calculated as defined in
Equation 3. According to such a definition, class models with better complexity quality have lower values.

Complexity = (NR −NUR +NOPR + UND + (NR −NCR)) (4)
The reusability of a class diagram is computed based on various metrics in different ways. Inheritance helps reuse

of already-designed classes when designing a new class. The reusability quality characteristic considered in this work
was defined based on the attribute inheritance factor (AIF) as proposed by Genero et al. [29]. AIF is defined as a
quotient between the sum of inherited attributes in all classes of the system under consideration and the total number
of available attributes for all classes. Thus, the reusability quality characteristic can be defined as Equation 5, where a
model with a higher level of reuse has a higher value.

Reusability = (INHF
NTF

) (5)
The completeness characteristic that is used in our work has been defined according to the definition of merging

properties introduced by Chechik et al. [25]. According to the given definition, each model element from the input
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versions of the model should be represented in the target merged model. Thus, the completeness characteristic can be
defined as Equation 6, where it is stated that a model with a higher degree of completeness has a higher value.

Completeness = (NAO
NO

) (6)
The reward of applying one resolution action is introduced as the quality improvement for the resulting merged

model. To this end, we define Equation 7 to calculate the reward according to the selected preferences and their priorities
expressed by the modeling engineer. Each chosen preference determines which characteristic should be investigated,
and priorities (i. e., Pi) define the impact of preferences on the reward. To investigate four quality characteristics, we
need to calculate the delta for identifying the quality improvement. The delta for the reusability metric in which a
higher number is more valuable is computed based on ΔReusability = R2 − R1. But to calculate the delta for the
other criteria whose lower number is more valuable (i. e., maintainability, understandability, and complexity), we use
multiplicative inverse for each variable. For instance,ΔMaintainability = 1

M2
− 1
M1

. For each model with at least five
elements, the parameters of the reward function would be compatible since the completeness and all delta parameters
are less or equal to one, and the reward is calculated as the more is better. Thus, we measure the reward considering
the boost of characteristics chosen and their impact collectively.

Reward = (ΔMaintainability ∗ P1) + (ΔUnderstandability ∗ P2) + (ΔComplexity ∗ P3) +
(ΔReusability ∗ P4) + (Completeness ∗ P5)

(7)

Note that to define the quality characteristics for a new modeling language, we first need to update and redefine
quality metrics presented in Table 1 according to the structure of the target modeling language. Then, we should
follow the definitions of quality characteristics (i. e., maintainability [26], understandability [27], complexity [28], and
reusability [29]) to update their equations based on the new quality metrics.
4.3. Preparing possible actions

More than one action is used to resolve conflicts that arise in the merge process between conflictual changes. We
provided two different scenarios in theResolution Patterns andResolution Strategies functions of theActionGeneration
Module to prepare appropriate actions for each conflict. The reward for each resolution action depends on the quality
improvement in the resulting model, as well as the number of change operations applied to the merged version.
4.3.1. Scenario 1: Create actions using resolution patterns

A conflict might be resolved and engender a consistent model by applying a particular, user-definable, resolution
pattern [15] specified for that conflict. To this end, users must first specify conflict situations and their preconditions.
Then they can define the appropriate resolution patterns according to the specified elements. We follow the structure
of the CPL template [9] to specify a conflict situation that enables us to detect conflict for any instance of different
modeling language concepts. In the first scenario, we have a pattern repository that can contains possible resolution
patterns for the well-known conflicts in a modeling language. Each resolution pattern is a fixing option for a conflictual
situation that is optionally defined by a language engineer using the EVL script, before starting the resolution process.
At the beginning of the resolution process, we search the pattern repository for the detected conflicts and if we find
any resolution pattern for them, we create relevant actions according to the extracted patterns.
4.3.2. Scenario 2: Create actions using resolution strategies

In the second scenario, we explain three strategies based on the suggestion of Gerth et al. [19] to provide available
actions for each conflict. We emphasize that the proposed strategies do not ensure conflict resolution and therefore,
we must check the success of each action after the application. The mentioned automatic resolution strategies for any
conflict are defined as follows:

• Strategy 1: Given two conflicting change operations that are applied sequentially and modify different model
elements that are completely independent, the conflict might be resolved by applying operations in the
reverse order. This strategy might avoid conflict because changing the order of modifications may lead to the
preconditions not being violated.
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Table 2
Step by step execution of Episode 1 of Resolution Algorithm for Motivating Example

Motivating Example Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6 Step7 Step8 Step9

Episode 1 C1 ⇐ A1 C1 ⇐ A3® C1 ⇐ A2 C2 ⇐ A3® C3 ⇐ A1 C3 ⇐ A2 C4 ⇐ A1 C4 ⇐ A4® C5 ⇐ A1

• Strategy 2: Given two conflicting change operations for any model element, the conflict might be resolved and
created a consistent model by applying only one of the change operations and discarding the other.

• Strategy 3: Given two conflicting change operations for any model element, the conflict is resolved and most
likely create a consistent model by applying none of the conflicting operations in the merged model.

The first strategy can only be used for specific syntactic conflicts, while other strategies, as well as actions that
are generated using resolution patterns, can be applied to provide various actions for syntactic and semantic conflicts.
Note that the reward for an action that is created by the third strategy is zero, since it does not apply any change and
improvement in the model. But this strategy is important for situations that other strategies are unable to provide a final
valid and consistent merged model.
4.4. Demonstration

In this section, we demonstrate how the resolution algorithm resolves all conflicts from the motivating example.
Our algorithm starts without any knowledge about the environment. According to our experiments, we found that
for examples of the UML class model, better results are obtained with 0.9 for the learning rate (�). Regarding other
parameters, we consider the random probability starts with 80%. When the algorithm learns from the actions, it should
be less and less influenced by the discoveries. Hence, we decrease the random exploration by a factor of 0.9 in each
episode. Moreover, based on the results of our empirical experimentation, we use 0.8 for the discount factor () since
future rewards are as important as the immediate one. Note that the algorithm has a random element and might not
produce the same result for each execution.

After applying the above settings, the learning algorithm starts the first episode, considering amaximumof 10 steps.
Table 2 shows the execution of Episode 1, step by step . Since it is the first time the algorithm processes each conflict,
it tries the available actions one by one or randomly. First attempt is to resolve C1 using A1 without success. Next, the
algorithm randomly chooses A3, which does not resolve the current conflict. A2 is the next action that resolves C1.
The next conflict is C2 and the algorithm randomly chooses A3 with success. For C3, it finds the solution by applying
A2. The first action for the next conflict is picked randomly, and it resolves C4. In step 9, Episode 1 terminates after
resolving C5with A1. After each step, the algorithm learns from actions and updates their weight. The resulting Q-table
is shown in Fig. 4. The first episode received a total reward of 50.86. For next episodes, the algorithm might take a
random action or the optimal action based on the Q-table.

Q-TABLE FOR EPISODE 1 (USED IN PAPER)

C# A# Weight

C1

A1 -20.19

A2 10.20

A3 -8.62

A4 0

C# A# Weight

C2

A1 0

A2 0

A3 8.99

A4 0

A5 0

C# A# Weight

C3

A1 -23.37

A2 9.10

A3 0

A4 0

A5 0

C# A# Weight

C4

A1 -19.38

A2 0

A3 0

A4 0

C# A# Weight

C5

A1 17.48

A2 0

A3 0

A4 0

Q-table

Figure 4: Resulted Q-table after the execution of Episode 1 of resolution algorithm for motivating example

Fig. 5 shows the learned Q-table, after terminating the execution of the algorithm for the motivating example. In
the best episode for this demonstration, the algorithm starts based on the Q-table and chooses the optimal actions A2
for C1, A5 for C2, A5 for C3, and A1 for C5. It also randomly picks A3 for C4. This sequence of actions results in the
merged version shown in Fig. 6 and receives the best total reward of 85.41. All the modifications of Sally and 78%
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of Harry’s modifications are represented in this merged model. According to the unproblematic changes, adding the
inheritance form Check to Debit in the only action can provide a consistent model. Moreover, to resolve conflict C2
and C3, the pattern-based actions are chosen that support both modeler’s changes. The conflict C4 has been resolved
by updating the attribute statuswith orderStatus:Status that obtain a higher reward by improving the understandability
and reusability of the merged model. Furthermore, the class Shipping and the linked association (i. e., has) are deleted
according to Sally’s change to resolve conflict C5. This resolution action is reasonable and improves themaintainability
of the merged model, particularly where Sally added the attribute shippingType for the Order.

Q-TABLE AFTER EPISODE 5 (USED IN PAPER)

C# A# Weight

C1

A1 -20.19

A2 44.60

A3 -8.62

A4 0

C# A# Weight

C2

A1 -11.44

A2 0

A3 17.84

A4 0

A5 51.82

C# A# Weight

C3

A1 -23.37

A2 10.01

A3 0

A4 0

A5 44.01

C# A# Weight

C4

A1 -19.38

A2 21.59

A3 26.95

A4 0

C# A# Weight

C5

A1 19.45

A2 8.52

A3 7.60

A4 0

Q-table

Figure 5: Learned Q-table after terminating the execution of resolution algorithm for motivating example

CustomerCustomer

-address : StringPaymentPayment

-amount : Double

OrderOrder

+calcTotalCost()

-date : String

+calcTotalWeight()

CashCash Credit_DebitCredit_Debit

belongs to

1 1

pay 1

*

-shippingType : String

<<Enumeration>>

Status

<<Enumeration>>

Status

-Pending
-Passed
-Failed

-authorized()

-orderStatus: Status

1..3

*

CreditCredit

-expDate : String

DebitDebit

-bankID : String

CheckCheck

-checkNumber: Integer

require

Figure 6: Merged version with the best total reward for motivating example

5. Implementation and Evaluation
Once the resolution algorithm learns the reconciliation of conflicts for a particular modeling language, we must

evaluate its flexibility for resolving conflicts in other examples, assess its accuracy compared to similar algorithms,
and investigate the satisfaction level of actual modelers for the proposed solution. To this end, we first present a
proof of concept implementation of our approach. Then, we performed a comparative study on two existing resolution
algorithms to resolve conflicts for two model versioning cases that contain UML class diagrams. Finally, we conducted
an online workshop with modeling experts and gathered their experience after working with our approach. In the
following, we describe our experiments and discuss the corresponding results.
5.1. CoReRL Eclipse Plugin

We assess the applicability of the proposed approach through an initial implementation in the Eclipse framework,
which is available as the CoReRL Eclipse plugin (see Fig. 7). CoReRL uses the E3MP toolkit [15] for consistency
checking. In particular, we first execute the E3MP conflict detection module to provide the list of conflicts. Then, we
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Figure 7: Screenshot of CoReRL Eclipse plugin

Figure 8: Screenshot of Preference Selection Window

generate the available actions and initialize Q-table automatically. After that, the resolution algorithm is simulated to
update Q-table and creates different merged versions by applying resolution actions. We wrote some evaluation scripts
based on the Epsilon framework to measure the quality metrics and calculate the reward of resolution actions for
UML class models according to the preferences chosen by modeling engineers. Fig. 8 shows the preference selection
window in CoReRL. We also use the E3MP consistency module to check the result of resolving a conflict in the
provisional merged model as well as the validity and compatibility of the resulting merged version with consistency
rules. The implementation is available on GitHub1 under the Apache 2.0 license. While our approach is generic, the
implementation is based on the Epsilon framework and on the E3MP toolkit, which are limited to UML and EMF-based
models. However, we only address the evaluation scripts for measuring the quality metrics in the UML class models.
We performed manually spot-checking to ensure the correctness of the resolution algorithm and validity of merged
models.
5.2. Comparative Study

In this section, we present a study that assesses the performance of our algorithm in comparison to similar conflict
resolution algorithms. To this end, we select the search-based algorithm presented by Dam et al. [30] and a greedy
algorithm shown in Algorithm 2. The search-based algorithm follows the depth-first search style to find a solution
path among multiple valid ways of resolving conflicts. The greedy algorithm also searches for a sequence of available
resolution actions with maximum rewards, which can resolve conflicts. In our experiments, we choose two model
versioning examples that contain modeling scenarios for UML class diagrams as test cases. The first test case includes
five conflicts, and the second case contains three conflicts. We used search-based and greedy algorithms to resolve the

1https://github.com/MSharbaf/CoReRL
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arisen conflicts. We also ran our resolution algorithm for only one episode to resolve conflicts in the first case using
the Q-table that was built in the motivation example (see Fig. 5). Then, we performed our resolution algorithm with
the updated Q-table for the second case. In the following, we report the obtained results for each example and compare
the accuracy of algorithms.
Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm

Input: ConflictList, Actions, Vmerged
Output: Vmerged , reward

procedure GREEDY METHOD
Initialize: totalReward, action
for each conflict ∈ ConflictList do

do
Select action with maximum reward of Actions for the conflict
Remove action from available Actions for the conflict

while isResolved(conflict) <> true
Apply action to VmergedUpdate totalReward based on the action reward

end for
end procedure

5.2.1. First Experiment
This experiment is presented by Brocsh et al. [31], where an event management system is concurrently developed

by twomodelers, Sally and Harry. Fig. 9 shows the original version as well as modifications made by Sally (in blue) and
Harry (in red). Some of these modifications are conflictual, leading to five conflicts in the merge process. The first one
is an attribute Update/Update conflict and the second one is a constraint violation conflict due to the inheritance cycle.
The third one is an association Update/Update conflict and the fourth one is an Update/Use conflict due to operation
contract violation. These four conflicts are respectively the same as C4, C1, C2, and C3 conflicts in the motivating
example. We also have an Add/Add conflict, called C6, which does not exist in the motivating example, but that can
be resolved using actions A1 to A4 based on the resolution strategies.

Unproblematic ChangesUnproblematic Changes

Conflictual ChangesConflictual Changes

Original version

OfficeOffice

PersonPerson

EventEvent

TicketTicket

+buy()

-info: String

ConcertConcert ExhibitionExhibition

sales

requires
1

1

C4: Update/Update
updateAttribute(Ticket.info: String, TInfo: String)
updateAttribute(Ticket.info: String, TicketInfo: String)

C1: Constraint Violation
updateAttribute(Customer.superclass, Person)
updateAttribute(Person.superclass, Customer)

C2: Update/Update
updateAssociation(Employee, Office, 1, 2)
updateAssociation(Employee, Office, 2, 1)

C3: Operation Contract Violation
updateAttribute(SoccerMatch.superclass, Event)
pullUpField(Event, artist: String)

C6: Add/Add
addClass(EventManager)
addClass(EventOrganizer)

addClass(SoccerMatch)
updateOperation(Ticket.buy(), purchase())

-artist: String -artist: String

EmployeeEmployee

CustomerCustomer

1

1..3

buys

assigns

Figure 9: Experiment 1: original version of event management system and changes applied by two modelers (adapted
from [31])
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Table 3
Step by step execution of algorithms for resolving conflicts in Experiment 1

Experiment 1 Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6 Step7 Step8

Resolution Algorithm C4 ⇐ A3 C1 ⇐ A2 C2 ⇐ A1® C2 ⇐ A5 C3 ⇐ A5 C6 ⇐ A1 C6 ⇐ A2®

Greedy Algorithm C4 ⇐ A1 C4 ⇐ A2 C1 ⇐ A1 C1 ⇐ A2 C2 ⇐ A5 C3 ⇐ A5 C6 ⇐ A1 C6 ⇐ A3

C4 ⇐ A3 C1 ⇐ A3 C2 ⇐ A3 C3 ⇐ A3 C6 ⇐ A3

Search-based Algorithm C4 ⇐ A2 C1 ⇐ A2 C2 ⇐ A2 C3 ⇐ A2 C6 ⇐ A2

[30] C4 ⇐ A1 C1 ⇐ A1 C2 ⇐ A1 C3 ⇐ A1 C6 ⇐ A1

C3⇐A0,A3

Q-TABLE AFTER ER1 (USED IN PAPER)

C# A# Weight

C1

A1 -20.19

A2 49.41

A3 -8.62

A4 0

C# A# Weight

C2

A1 -12.71

A2 0

A3 17.84

A4 0

A5 54.70

C# A# Weight

C3

A1 -23.37

A2 10.01

A3 0

A4 0

A5 31.93

C# A# Weight

C4

A1 -19.38

A2 21.59

A3 43.81

A4 0

C# A# Weight

C5

A1 19.45

A2 8.52

A3 7.60

A4 0

Q-table

C# A# Weight

C6

A1 -18.61

A2 9.32

A3 0

A4 0

Qnew(Cx, Ay) = Qcurrent(Cx, Ay) + 0.9*(Ayreward + 0.8*Max{Q(Cx+1, Actions)} - Qcurrent(Cx, Ay))

Running Example 1 Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6 Step7 Step8

Greedy Algorithm C4<=A1 C4<=A2 C1<=A1 C1<=A2 C2<=A5 C3<=A5 C6<=A1 C6<=A3

Resolution    Algorithm C4<=A3 C1<=A2 C2<=A1® C2<=A5 C3<=A5 C6<=A1 C6<=A2®

Figure 10: Learned Q-table after the execution of resolution algorithm for Experiment 1

Table 3 illustrates the resolution actions that are applied by Resolution, Greedy, and Search-based algorithms for
mentioned conflicts. Our resolution algorithm uses the Q-table shown in Fig. 5. This Q-table has been learned from
resolving conflicts in the motivating example to find the optimal resolution action for C4, C1, C2, and C3. It also fails
to resolve conflict C6 using A1 but randomly chooses A2 with success in the next attempt. Fig. 10 shows the updated
Q-table after applying actions for the first experiment. The greedy algorithm tries to resolve each conflict by applying
available resolution action with maximum reward, which does not fail in the last steps. But the search-based algorithm
attempts to resolve each conflict in one step. It first applies A1, A2, A3, and other permissible combinations of these
three actions for each conflict. Then the algorithm uses a depth-first search to find the best way between states, such as
actions that are underlined in Step 1 to Step 5 of Table 3.
5.2.2. Second Experiment

This experiment is introduced by Schwägerl et al. [32] to display the evolution of a project management system by
twomodelers. Fig. 11 shows the original version and modifications that are applied by modeler1 (in blue) and modeler2
(in red). When modelers try to integrate modifications, three conflicts arise. The first one is a Delete/Use conflict due
to operation contract violation that results from adding an inheritance relationship to the deleted class, NamedEntity,
which is similar to conflict C5 in the motivating example. The second one is an attribute Update/Update, the same as
conflict C4 in the motivating example. The last is an Add/Add conflict, which is very similar to conflict C6 in the first
experiment.

Table 4 depicts the actions that are applied in each execution step of the mentioned algorithms in our study. For this
example, our resolution algorithm uses the learnedQ-table shown in Fig. 10, which leads to choosing optimal resolution
actions A1, A3, and A2, for conflicts C5, C4, and C6, equivalently. The greedy algorithm chooses A1, which has a
maximum reward, in its first attempt for each conflict. But action A1 cannot resolve conflicts C4 and C6, where the
algorithm chooses A3 and A2 with success. Moreover, the search-based algorithm starts with applying actions A1,
A2, and A3 to resolve conflict C5. Then, it performs actions A1 to A3 for resolving conflict C4 in the tentative merged
model resulted from applying A1 for C5. Finally, the algorithm follows action A3 for conflict C4 and finds the action
A2 as the best choice for conflict C6.
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Unproblematic ChangesUnproblematic Changes

Conflictual ChangesConflictual Changes

Original version
NamedEntityNamedEntity

OrganizationalEntityOrganizationalEntity

ManagerManager

OrganizationalUnitOrganizationalUnit

-name: String

members

leads

0..1

C5: Operation Contract Violation
delete(NamedEntity)
updateAttribute(OrganizationalEntity.superclass, NamedEntity)

C4: Update/Update
updateAttribute(leads.leader: Manager, head: Manager)
updateAttribute(leads.leader: Manager, manager: Manager)

C6: Add/Add
addLiteral(Status, “Overdue”, 0)
addLiteral(Status, “Overdue”, 2)

addAttribute(OrganizationalEntity, name: String)
updateAssociation(members, entities)
updateAssociation(members, entities)
updateClass(Milestone, MileStone)0..*

leadedUnit

0..1leader

<<Enumeration>>

Status

<<Enumeration>>

Status

-Pending
-Passed

Figure 11: Experiment 2: original version of project management system and changes applied by two users (adapted
from [32])

Table 4
Step by step execution of algorithms for resolving conflicts in Experiment 2

Experiment 2 Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5

Resolution Algorithm C5 ⇐ A1 C4 ⇐ A3 C6 ⇐ A2

Greedy Algorithm C5 ⇐ A1 C4 ⇐ A1 C4 ⇐ A3 C6 ⇐ A1 C6 ⇐ A2

C5 ⇐ A3 C4 ⇐ A3 C6 ⇐ A3

Search-based Algorithm [30] C5 ⇐ A2 C4 ⇐ A2 C6 ⇐ A2

C5 ⇐ A1 C4 ⇐ A1 C6 ⇐ A1

Table 5
Results of Experimental Evaluation for Greedy and Resolution Algorithms

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

#Step #Attempt Accuracy Reward #Step #Attempt Accuracy Reward

Resolution Algorithm 7 7 71.4% 79.25 3 3 100.0% 40.55

Greedy Algorithm 8 8 62.5% 79.25 5 5 60.0% 40.55

Search-based Algorithm 5 16 68.7% 47.27 3 9 77.7% 40.55

5.2.3. Evaluation Results
This experiment shows that our resolution algorithm is able to automatically resolve conflicts in the integration of

new models when the algorithm learned the Q-table and obtained enough knowledge. Regarding the actions that are
applied in Table 2, the accuracy of our resolution algorithm in the first episode of resolving conflicts for the motivating
example was about 55.5%. But it quickly improves to 71.4% and 100%, only after processing a couple of examples.

The results of our study on executing three algorithms for the same versioning examples are depicted in Table 5.
Using our resolution algorithm, we could resolve all conflicts by applying the minimum number of resolution actions.
The results also show that our resolution algorithm has the best accuracy and leads to maximum rewards.
5.3. User Survey Experiment

The proposed conflict resolution approach introduced in Section 4 aims at enabling automatic and quality-based
resolution of merging conflicts for users who are in charge of merging models but are unfamiliar with resolving
conflictual situations for a specific modeling language. Therefore, we have conducted a preliminary evaluation with
modeling experts at different universities to assess the user satisfaction and effectiveness of our approach. One of the
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Table 6
Workshop Questions Regarding Usability

Question P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Q1. Which action is the best solution to resolve the conflict C1? A4 A2 A2 A2 A2

Q2. Which action is the best solution to resolve the conflict C2? A5 A2 A5 A5 A5

Q3. Which action is the best solution to resolve the conflict C3? A5 A5 A5 A2 A5

Q4. Which action is the best solution to resolve the conflict C4? A3 A3 A3 A3 A3

Q5. Which action is the best solution to resolve the conflict C5? A3 A3 A3 A3 A3

Q6. How satisfied are you in general with the final result? (5) (4) (4) (4) (5)

most problematic hurdles for conducting a survey is finding a sufficient number of suitable subjects who agree to
participate. Luckily, we were able to gain five participants, including one third-year master’s student, three second-
year Ph.D. students, and one assistant professor. All subjects are experts in modeling and had enough knowledge in
collaborative MDE, and had prior experience in model merging. In the following, we first introduce the objective of
our survey. Then, we elaborate on the design of this experiment. Subsequently, we present the results and discuss our
findings concerning the objectives.
5.3.1. Objectives

The experiment consists of guiding participants with a cooperative scenario during the resolution of conflicts for
a model versioning example. Our main objective is to evaluate the participant satisfaction with the resolution actions
that are chosen by our resolution algorithm. We also aim to assess the effectiveness of our algorithm in comparison to
the manual resolution of conflicts. In particular, our objectives are described as follows:

• User satisfaction: are the resolution actions chosen by the proposed approach satisfactory?
• Effectiveness: is the proposed approach effective in creating a consistent merged model?

5.3.2. Experimental design
We conducted an empirical user study consisting of two phases with five participants. In the first phase, we held

an online workshop in which we spent about 30min presenting our approach using a model merging example. Then,
participants were asked to merge different versions of the motivating example (see Fig. 1). Each person started with the
original version and applied unproblematic changes to create an initial merged model. They continued with working
on conflictual changes and iteratively resolved conflicts to produce a consistent merged model. After the participants
completed the task, we displayed five merged models created with our algorithm, which led to the maximum rewards
(without showing their rewards) and asked them to choose the best option. Furthermore, we asked how much time the
participants spent preparing the merged model and resolving conflicts. In the second phase, we created a questionnaire
to ask participants which available resolution action is the best solution for each conflict in the motivating example. If
a participant did not agree with available resolution actions, she/he had to select “none”. We also asked a question
concerning the level of satisfaction with the output of the resolution algorithm. Where participants should have
indicated that the result of our algorithm is either (1) Very dissatisfied, (2) Dissatisfied, (3) Neutral, (4) Satisfied,
or (5) Very satisfied. The precise questions are presented in Table 6 when discussing the results in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.3. Results and discussion

We grouped the results of our user survey based on the objectives. The results of the questionnaire have questions
with responses to the level of user satisfaction are summarized in Table 6. The obtained results with actual modelers
that are corresponding to the effectiveness of our approach are shown in Table 7. In the following, we analyze the
results and draw some conclusions for the objectives of our experiment: user satisfaction and effectiveness.

User satisfaction. The first objective aims to assess the level of user satisfaction and determine if the actions
chosen by the resolution algorithm are acceptable for actual modelers. To this end, we investigate the resolution actions
that each participant preferred to use for resolving conflicts in the motivating example. Based on the answers of the
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Table 7
Results of Executing Merge Process by the Participants

Metric P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Merging Time (minutes) 16 15 10 10 9

Similar Elements in Merged Model (% compared to our result) 83% 86% 86% 83% 93%

Selected Merged Model Among Options Option3 Option3 Option3 Option3 Option3

0

1

2

3

4

5

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

C
o
u
n
t

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Our Algorithm

Figure 12: Actions chosen by participants Vs final actions chosen by our algorithm

participants to question 1 to 5 in Table 6, we realize that there is a strong acceptance rate (80% or 100%) for the
resolution actions chosen by our algorithm. Fig. 12 summarizes the selected actions by the actual modeler compared
with the resolution actions applied by our algorithm as the best sequence of actions for creating the final merged
model in the motivating example. This figure shows that for conflicts C1 to C3, our algorithm and four of the five
participants have chosen the same actions. Furthermore, all five participants and our algorithm selected action A3 to
resolve conflicts C4 and C5. These answers are also confirmed by the results for the control question (question 6 in
Table 6) that aim to evaluate the satisfaction of participants in general. As a consequence, three participants stated
that the results were satisfied, and two others reported that they were very satisfied. After the end of the resolution
algorithm, users can optionally review other solutions in the collection of merged versions. This feature allows users to
choose another consistent merged model when the merged model with the highest award does not meet their intentions.

Effectiveness. The second objective concerns the benefits of using the proposed resolution algorithm to resolve
conflicts and create a consistent merged model in contrast to the manual reconciliation of conflicts by actual modelers.
As depicted in Table 7, the minimum required time to fix conflicts and prepare the merged model is 9min, while this
time could be decreased to less than one minute using our approach. Moreover, we compared each of the merged
models created by the participants with the merged model shown in Fig. 6 as the final result of our algorithm for the
motivating example. Nearly the fraction of the model elements that appear in the participants’ model and our final
merged models are between 83% to 93%. This indicates a strong similarity among merged results created by actual
modelers and the final model produced automatically by our approach. We also displayed five merged models with
maximum reward to select the best one as merging result. Interestingly, all participants selected “Option 3”, which
was the final result of our algorithm that led to the maximum total rewards. Consequently, the benefits of applying
reinforcement learning algorithms to fix conflicts for a specific modeling language could be effective in automating
the resolution phase and preparing a consistent merged model with high quality.
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6. Threats to validity
Although experiments provide positive results, we face some validation issues. In the following, we discuss the

potential threats that are related to the validity of our experiments and results.
We try tominimize the selection bias by following the participation ofmodeling experts with different backgrounds,

including master students, Ph.D. students, and professors. However, our five participants are not industrial experts, and
two of them had a few prior empirical experiences in model merging. Therefore, they might have been less demanding
when evaluating the effectiveness of our approach. In this regard, we try to minimize this effect by conducting an
empirical workshop to demonstrate model merging examples.

Another threat is associated with the generalizability of our approach across different models. To minimize this
risk, we consider three model versioning examples to assess the applicability of our approach. However, all selected
models were UML class diagrams implemented based on EMF and Ecore metamodels. We should also evaluate the
proposed resolution algorithm with other modeling languages to have an intuition of the generality of our approach.

Another threat to the generalizability is the preparation of quality characteristics for calculating the action rewards.
It is obvious that providing a universal set of quality characteristics that work for any modeling language might not
be applicable. We used the user-definable EOL scripts to measure the quality metrics to mitigate this threat. This
ability supports the possibility of providing further interactions with users to define language-specific quality metrics
for different modeling languages.

Moreover, our study demonstrates the resolution process for conflicts arising in merging two concurrently modified
models. Hence, our findings cannot be generalized to situations where several modelers work in parallel at the same
model. Although, it seems that the proposed workflow and our resolution algorithm can be used for more than two
modelers if we can extend the action generation module to prepare appropriate available actions.

7. Related Work
Conflict resolution for model merging is a research field that attracted many researchers in recent years. The

researchers propose new conflict detection approaches and build different tools to formulate and (semi-)automatically
resolve conflicts that arise during the merge process. The main feature that distinguishes our approach from others is
the capability to learn from actions applied to resolve conflicts to find the best available solution.

In the literature, we could not find any research applying RL to resolve the merging conflicts. The most similar
work to ours we found is the approach proposed by Barriga et al. [13], who use reinforcement learning algorithms to
achieve personalized and automatic model repairing for broken models. Iovino et al. [33] extended this approach to
introduce PARMOREL as an extensible framework for repairing the broken domain models. They integrated a tool
to measure the quality of Ecore class diagrams based on different quality characteristics, such as maintainability and
relaxation. These quality characteristics are used to improve the quality of the repaired models. Although this approach
has proposed a technique to repair the broken model, we can also use PARMOREL to restore an invalid model obtained
by merging all modifications. However, sequential application of concurrent modifications which are conflictual might
lead to a valid merged model. In this situation, some of the conflicts that should be reported due to overlapping changes
will remain hidden. More problematic, we cannot apply some of the conflictual change operations (e.g., updating an
element that has been removed) to obtain an initial as well as invalid merged model and then repair possible issues.
Moreover, to feed the rewarding system compared to PARMOREL, we have considered one more quality characteristic
(i.e., the completeness metric), which has been defined based on the merging properties.

There are some recent search-based proposals to resolve conflicts. In this context, Dam et al. [30] present an
approach to consistently merge model versions. They define conflicting changes as state space and search for all the
possible ways of resolving conflicts using a depth-first search algorithm. This approach provides a systematic proposal
to generate a consistent merged version; however, it does not guarantee to find the optimalmerged version. Furthermore,
Brosch et al. [34] propose a recommender system that, conversely to our work, suggests executable resolution patterns
to the users. They use an algorithm based on similarity-aware graph matching to lookup incorporating information
from the metamodel. The result allows the recommender to retrieve resolution patterns matched to the given conflict
situation from a resolution repository. Gerth et al. [19] also propose to resolve conflicts using the resolution process and
suggesting possible resolution actions. They present a method to guide users to manually resolve conflicts by providing
an order in which conflicts should be fixed and suggesting appropriate strategies for resolving individual conflicts. In
contrast to Brosch et al. [34] and Gerth et al. [19], our approach automatically finds the best sequence of resolution
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actions according to quality-based preferences chosen by the user. Moreover, Edded et al. [35] introduced preference-
based conflict resolution approach for collaborative configuration of product lines. They first allow users express their
preferences through a set of substitution rules. Then, they perform a Minimal Correction Subsets (MCSs) computing
algorithm to detect conflicting situations. Finally, they delete the identified situations based on the preferences to avoid
conflicts. However, contrary to our work, this approach is limited to a minimal set of conflicting configuration decisions
against the feature models.

Synchronous modeling [36] and personalized change propagation [37] are important dimensions of collaborative
modeling. Therefore, a few of existing researches are focused on resolving the conflicting change operations to enable
consistent change propagation within models. In this regard, Rossini et al. [38] proposed a formalization of the copy-
modify-merge approach to support optimistic collaborative modeling, where each modeler can access a repository to
create and modify a local replica of model. Then, they introduced a synchronization procedure which is divided into
several steps to calculate difference model and detect conflicts. However, the resolution of conflicts requires the manual
intervention. To cope with this problem, Rossini et al. [39] proposed a constraint-aware model versioning approach
based on the Diagram Predicate Framework (DPF). This approach is applicable to automatically resolve syntactic and
semantic conflicts using several resolution strategies.

Moreover, Mafazi et al. [40] presented a framework to resolve conflict for on-the-fly change propagation in business
processes based on domain ontologies. Their strategies for resolving conflicts are to combine the conflicting changes
or to apply one of them. Koegel et al. [41] also introduced operation-based conflict resolution based on rational
management technique, where by defining the requires and conflicting relations users can specify a pattern to effectively
resolve conflicts. Finally, Chong et al. [42] proposed an approach to resolve conflict on composite level operations in
merging versions of UML models. To deal with conflicting changes, they first generate a tentative merged model.
Then they automatically generate repair options based on the minimal compatibility pattern to assist the user in the
resolution phase. While these approaches have the great advantages, their conflict resolution techniques are neither
language-independent nor quality-based. In contrast, the nature of our approach is language-independent, which can
reuse the experience learned from conflict resolution based on the model quality characteristics.

8. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we proposed an approach to automatically resolve merging conflicts based on quality characteristics

introduced by the modeling engineers as preferences. We presented a resolution algorithm based on the RL techniques
that do not require initial training data to find the best sequence of available resolution actions for a list of conflicts.
Available actions can be produced directly based on the resolution patterns or three major resolution strategies. We
developed a prototype based on the E3MP toolkit [15] and on the Eclipse framework for EMF-based models to
demonstrate the applicability of our approach. We also assessed the flexibility and accuracy of our resolution algorithm
due to a case study and an actual user survey.

As future work, we aim to extend our prototype to support any modeling language and make our approach
independent of modeling tools and conflict detection approaches. To achieve this goal, we will generalize our actions
and the conflict detection phase to atomic change operations for instances of any concepts in the modeling language,
which leads our approach can be integrated with any existing conflict detection approach and the tooling provided with
different modeling languages. Moreover, we plan to conduct more experiments to investigate whether or not the order
of conflict selection has an impact on algorithm performance. We want to check the side effects of applying resolution
actions on model consistency. Investigating the need for conflict tolerance to enable a collaborative resolution at a later
point in time is another future direction to enhance the proposed algorithm.We also intend to investigate the relationship
between conflict types and resolution actions to reuse the obtained knowledge for other modeling languages. Finally,
the automatic generation of available actions to extend our approach for resolving conflicts arising in the merging of
more than two concurrent versions is another research thread that needs consideration.
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